
FORMULA WRITING ALKENES AND ALKANES

To name alkenes given formulas and write formulas for alkenes given names It is named using the same stem as the
alkane having the same.

The suffix difference is one of many differences that will be discussed further. Properties of Some Alkanes [4]
Hydrocarbons with the same formula, including alkanes, can have different structures. Ethylene is a major
commercial chemical. Stop struggling and start learning today with thousands of free resources! A person
should be able to draw the structure of a molecule by its name and name the molecule by its structure. One
more note about naming alkenes. The isomer on the left, in which the two substituents the methyl and ethyl
groups are on the same side of the double bond, is called the cis isomer, while the isomer on the right, with
two nonhydrogen substituents on opposite sides of the double bond, is called the trans isomer. Without
numbering the carbon atoms it will remain unknown which carbon s contain the double bond s. A general and
useful generic notation that complements the use of R- for an alkyl group is Ar- for an aryl group any aromatic
ring. A few mono-substituted compounds are named by using a group name as a prefix to "benzene", as shown
by the combined names listed below. This listing gives the names and formulas for various alkyl groups
formed by the removal of hydrogen atoms from different locations. Thus, free radicals formed from highly
branched carbon atoms are more stable and less reactive than those formed from straight chain hydrocarbons.
Second, the two atoms or groups on each carbon atom are ranked by atomic weight. But, when counting
carbons to name an alkene, the direction one counts in does matter. So 2-hexene is correct! These prefixes can
be seen in the names of the alkanes described in Table 1. Some examples are shown here, and there are at least
fourteen others! Thus, is 5-methylhexene. Fractional distillation takes advantage of differences in the boiling
points of the components of the mixture see Figure 5. The n-butane molecule contains an unbranched chain,
meaning that no carbon atom is bonded to more than two other carbon atoms. Chlorine has priority because it
is heavier. The result is two species, called free radicals, that have unpaired electrons. Here are some basic
rules for naming alkenes from the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry IUPAC : The longest
chain of carbon atoms containing the double bond is considered the parent chain. Check Your Learning
Answer: 3,3-dibromoiodopentane We call a substituent that contains one less hydrogen than the corresponding
alkane an alkyl group. Cyclo means a ring compound, hex means 6 carbon atoms, and -ene means a double
bond. Neither ethane nor ethene requires much in the way of rules to name them.


